OWN THE SKYLINE

Introducing One Thibault,
Thibault, the tallest residential development in
Cape Town. Deliberately re-developed for the future of living,
co-working and socialising. Height, views, boundless amenities;
poised to satisfy and awaken the next generation of investors.
This internationally award-winning modernist masterpiece dares to
stand apart, ascending diagonally into the city skyline, carving out fresh
perspectives of the Harbour to the east and Table Mountain to the west.
Bespoke luxury apartments ranging in size from floors 15 through 20 starting
from R895 000.00

LOCATION
Proximity through location - the key to the city.
One Thibault is your gateway to Cape Town, towering over the
city at an international address, offering the natural splendours
of Table Mountain, the boundless Atlantic Ocean and the
commerce hub of Africa on your doorstep.
Walk to the CTICC, take a jog to Virgin Active or perhaps a
stroll down Bree Street catching a bite to eat at exceptional
restaurants like La Parada, Sza Sza or Villa 47. Celebrate the
diverse nightlife of Long Street or catch the MyCiti bus, stationed
on your doorstep, to the sun-swept beaches of Clifton or the
hidden surf-spots of Llandudno. Enjoy a sunset glass of wine, crisp
from the vineyards of the Western Cape looking out over the
Mother City from One Thibault.

One Thibault

LUXURY APARTMENTS
Responding to the demand for a new generation of City
Living, this development offers a varied range of apartments
from Studios to One and Two Bedrooms, catering to the
requirements of modern investors and homeowners alike, with
each and every apartment adorned with luxurious finishes.
A bespoke furniture collection is also available offering residents at
One Thibault the complete package.
Contemporary aesthetics and sophisticated design; Vivid Architects
masterfully reimagined one of Cape Town’s most iconic buildings in
collaboration with renowned developer Steven Herring of Heriot
REIT Limited.

ICONIC DESIGN, MODERN LIVING
Originally designed by renowned architects - Revel Fox & Partners
in the late sixties, the building’s masterful configuration boasts
a unique orientation whereby every apartment enjoys views of
Table Mountain or Cape Town Harbour. By rotating the building’s
axis 43-degrees, the design aligns with environmental concerns.
Precast sun-screens on every floor ensure your living space is thermal
efficient - reducing air-conditioning requirements in summer and
reducing heating demands in winter. Natural sunlight from expansive
windows decreases the need for artificial lighting, saving electricity,
saving the environment, saving you money. One Thibault is unlike
any other conventional skyscraper.

UNITS
One Thibault offers a range of
residential units to engage the
next generation of property
investors and provide a variety
of opportunities geared
towards the future of Urban
Living. A wide range of luxury
Studio, One and Two Bedroom
Units from 19m2 to 60m2, all
with spectacular views and
an option to acquire the units
fully furnished by our in-house
interior designer.

TWO
BEDROOM
UNIT
60m2

ONE
BEDROOM
UNIT
44m2

STUDIO
UNIT
19m2

STUDIO
UNIT
39m2

LAYOUT
The masterfully designed modern apartments
utilize the upper levels of this heritage building,
ensuring owners and residents have the best
of everything the development has to offer.
The lower levels offer commercial offices,
including an industry-leading co-working space.
A concierge and security team are on staff
24-hours a day, with a dedicated residential
lobby to assist owners and guests ensuring
your comfort and safety. Parking and storage
facilities are also available for rent, offering
flexibility and space as and when you need
it. One Thibault also boasts a sky deck, with a
private pool exclusively for residents.
Live, Work, Play. One Location. One Opportunity.
One Thibault

RESIDENTIAL
LEVELS 15 - 28

COMMERCIAL
LEVELS 1 - 14

VIEW & VALUE
Exceptional and unique views from every angle.
With apartments starting from the 15th floor, simply put,
nothing compares.
Invest in a piece of history, redesigned for the future of Urban
Living with everything you need to leave a rich legacy behind.

View from Level 29

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unrivalled Views
Reception Area With 24-hour Security
High-speed Internet
Airbnb Friendly
On-Site Restaurant
Pool Deck
Co-Working & Networking Space
Concierge
Parking
Storage Space
Laundry Facilities
Easy Access to Transportation Hubs
Conveniently Close to Cape Town’s Finest Landmarks

ONE LOCATION, ONE OPPORTUNITY,
ONE THIBAULT
Considered one of the most vibrant property markets in Africa. Growing faster than any city in
Southern Africa and now with prices that for over a decade have been impossible to find.
Now is your chance to capitalize on the market. Now is the time to buy in Cape Town.
Cape Town’s CBD has been an eye-catching favourite for experienced investors: an area of increasing value and
potential. Growing in size and with a burgeoning middle-class, creating demand for a new era of residential real
estate. There is no better place than The Mother City for capital growth and stable income.

BUY FOR
INVESTMENT
THE LOCATION
With Property Prices in Cape Town at an historic low, the potential
for growth is truly boundless. One Thibault offers exceptional,
unparalleled value in the heart of Cape Town’s CBD; ideally
poised for Capital Growth in the coming years, while offering
attractive rental returns.
LOW RISK
Cape Town has a sophisticated, diverse and dynamic economy,
and is a regional hub for entrepreneurship and innovation. This
international city is poised to expand with projected urban
semigration driving up demand and prices for space within the
city. There has never been a better time to Live, Work, Play and
Invest in Cape Town.

INVESTMENT OPTIONS:
1.

BUY TO RENT LONG TERM

Offering luxury, value and a wide range of amenities, long term
rental demand for One Thibault is high and Sotheby’s International
Realty is ready to assist you in securing a stable income for the
apartment to ensure you cove your full bond from day 1.
Expected return on a studio priced at R895 000.00
Rental: R6 000
Bond: R5 954
7% Return on Investment from day 1.
Above is calculated at 100% Bond at a 7% Interest rate
over 30 years.
2.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Flyt Property Investment has recognised that an innovative
serviced apartment’s solution will provide consistent returns to
property investors. From the investor’s perspective, rentals are
increased by furnishing and letting apartments on a shorter term,
flexible, per room basis.

These apartments are fully managed by an on-site management
company, Wink Aparthotels, where all the admin is taken care
of and single-tenant vacancy risks are eliminated. Investors have
access to a host of rental pool benefits, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished apartments at no additional cost
Quality tenants who ‘tick all the boxes’
Lower financial risk
Higher returns due to managed serviced apartments solution
No admin

The apartments are fully managed by Wink Aparthotels, giving investors a hassle-free, hands-off investment.
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The investor
invests in an
apartment
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The investor signs an
agreement with the
on site management
company.
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On site management
company is responsible
for furnishing the
apartment as well as
managing the operations
& common area

The on site management
company is responsible for
the day-to-day running of
the apartments
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Including: Receiving bookings/
tenants, making payments,
room servicing, routine
maintenance

OCCUPANTS ENJOY ALL THE BENEFITS AND CONVENIENCE OF LIVING AT ONE THIBAULT:
POOL DECK
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FURNISHINGS

COFFEE SHOP

The manager receives all
income and pays all expenses
on behalf of co-living investors
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CO-WORKING

RESTAURANT

The on site management
company distributes nett
income to investors on a
quarterly basis

FREE WIFI

CONCIERGE
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LAUNDRY
SERVICES

CLEANING
SERVICES

Investors enjoy the benefits of a wellmanaged hands-off investment
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CONTACT US
Speak to our agents to own a piece of
Cape Town’s skyline.
Darryn van der Poel
+27 83 258 6316
darryn@flytproperty.co.za
Jonathan Fell
+27 (0)84 513 5851
jonathan.f@sothebysrealty.co.za
www.onethibault.com

INVEST IN A PIECE OF HISTORY
Heriot REIT Limited’s Chairman, Steven Herring, is
a prolific property developer who has taken on
this project with a revolutionary vision to deliver
affordable luxury. Alongside the award-winning
architectural pioneers, Vivid Architects, Steven
Herring’s development track record speaks for
itself, “What we promise is what we deliver.”

DISCLAIMER
The information contained within this brochure is for illustration purposes only and is subject to change. Statements, figures, calculations, plans, images and representations
are indicative only. Images may include artists’ impressions/computer-generated images. Changes may be made during the further planning or development stages of the
development; and dimensions, fittings, finishes, ongoing costs, specifications and representations are subject to change at the discretion of the Developer without notice. Whilst
all reasonable care has been taken in providing this information, the Developer, its related companies and their representatives, consultants and agents accept no responsibility
for the accuracy of any information contained herein, or for any action taken in reliance thereon by any party whether purchaser, potential purchaser or otherwise. Prospective
purchasers must make their own enquiries to satisfy themselves as to all aspects of any project, and should seek independent legal and financial advice in relation to all the
information contained herein. The information contained in this material is a guide only and does not constitute an offer, inducement, representation, warranty or contract.

